Scope and Purpose--In enumerative methods, such as branch and bound algorithms, reducing the number of alternatives for finding the optimal solution is a key issue. This is usually done both by developing efficient upper and lower bounding schemes and by utilizing dominance properties, which usually rely heavily on the Emmons' dominance rules, to restrict the search space. We propose a new dominance rule which takes its background from adjacent pairwise interchange method for the single machine total weighted tardiness problem with job dependent penalties. The proposed dominance rule covers and extends the Emmons' results by considering the time dependent orderings between each pair of jobs, so that tighter upper and lower bounds are found as a function of start time of this pair.
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Abstract-We propose a new dominance rule that provides a sufficient condition for local optimality for the lIlLw,T, problem. We prove that if any sequence violates the proposed dominance rule, then switching the violating jobs either lowers the total weighted tardiness or leaves it unchanged. Therefore, it can be used in reducing the number of alternatives for finding the optimal solution in any exact approach. We introduce an algorithm based on the dominance rule, which is compared to a number of competing approaches for a set of randomly generated problems. We also test the impact of the dominance rule on different lower bounding schemes. Our computational results over 30,000 problems indicate that the amount of improvement is statistically significant for both upper and lower bounding schemes. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved
I. INTRODUCTION
As finns struggle to survive in an increasingly competitive environment, a greater emphasis needs to be placed on coordinating the priorities of the firms throughout the functional areas. Firms have a variety of customers some of which are more important than others, The importance of a customer can depend on a variety of factors as stated by Jensen et al. [6] , such as the firm's length of relationship with the customer, how frequently they provide business to the finn, how much of the firm's capacity they fill with orders and the potential of a customer to provide orders in the future. In many applications, meeting due dates and avoiding delay penalties are the most important goals of scheduling. The costs of tardy deliveries, such as customer bad will, lost future sales and rush shipping costs, vary significantly over customers and orders, and the implied strategic weight should be reflected in job priority. The vast majority of the job shop scheduling literature is replete with rules that do not consider job tardiness penalty or customer importance information. The firm's strategic priorities thus require the information pertaining to customer importance be incorporated into its shop floor control decisions. In addition, in the presence of job tardiness penalties, it may not be enough to measure the shop floor performance by employing unweighted performance measures alone which treat each job in the shop as equally important. In this paper, we propose a new dominance rule for the single machine total weighted tardiness problem with job dependent penalties, and implement in upper and lower bounding schemes.
Lawler [7] shows that the total weighted tardiness problem, IIlLw;1~, is strongly NP-hard and gives a pseudo polynomial algorithm for the total tardiness problem, IIiLT 
